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AAF Optimize

Data driven optimization for your
gas turbine air inlet

The Need to Optimize

Maximize your GT Performance

The gas turbine filtration market is very diverse, with
many different filter types, terminologies and international
standards it can be a very confusing landscape.

AAF Optimize is an industry-leading support service that provides gas turbine users the capability to optimize

In addition, the many different air intake system technologies available for turbomachinery

all aspects of their air inlet systems, in order to improve plant efficiency, availability and reliability. Optimize will
provide you with the intelligence you need to lower system life cycle costs, maximize plant revenues and help to
extend the operational life of your gas turbine.

all have very different performance characteristic and life cycles, which are highly
influenced by both plant operating and ambient conditions.
Many air intake systems have been supplied by gas turbine OEMs based on global
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filtration system designs and global specifications leading to suboptimal performances.
The wrong product selection can also significantly impact gas turbine efficiency and plant
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availability leading to increased plant operating costs.

The tailored approach
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There are many significant benefits available when optimizing gas turbine air inlet filtration

Reduce life
cycle costs

systems, but the individuality and complexities of these systems can present operators
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with an unwanted problem when it comes finding the right solution. It’s also easy to be
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misled and assume a gas turbine filter can solve the problems of any application.
At AAF, our products are designed for different applications and deliver different
performance goals. Optimize ensures you get the right products for your individual
application, resulting in a solution that is tailored to your needs. It is not just as simple as
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replicating a successful system in operation at another site. The site, the individual gas
turbine, the existing system, the surrounding environmental conditions and the operational
parameters are all taken into consideration.

Transparent Benefits
Focusing on a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
based methodology, we will ensure expert
support is provided throughout the process

No annual subscription
Intelligence you can rely on
Supported by an expert Asset
Optimization Team

with the sole aim of achieving your optimum

Receive a detailed proposal for your

performance levels.

individual gas turbine

The benefits are very transparent and can be
extremely impactful with significant savings
available, for example up to $500,000 per year
for an F-Class gas turbine.
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Discuss recommendations in detail
with the team
*Access to Optimize is free and available to all operators
of gas turbines.
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The Optimization Process

Environmental Data
e.g. air quality, ambient
temperature and weather data.

Gas Turbine Data
e.g. Gas turbine manufacturer,
heat rate, inlet airflow and total
annual operating hours.

Review and evaluate
alternative filter and system
options to determine the
optimal filtration system
with the lowest TCO.

Final Proposal
Proposals are individual
solutions, projected outcomes
are clearly presented

Plant Performance &
Commercial Data
e.g. Power output, fuel price,
cost of CO₂ emissions and
electricity sale price.

Existing Product Data
e.g. Filter manufacturer, quantity,
cost of filters, filter differential
pressure and filter life.
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How it Works?

Benefits of Optimize

Optimize is a customer facing platform with a helpful
overview video and tooltips to guide you through the
process. A lot of the information entered can be auto
populated once we know your plant name. This includes
technical information about an individual gas turbine.
We will require you to provide some plant operational,
commercial and performance data to fully understand
your existing application. This will allow us to generate
a comprehensive summary of your Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO).

Data driven

Trust the experts

Reduce CO₂

Optimize provides you with

AAF has the experience, knowhow

As the gas turbine industry demands

and understanding to successfully

greener energy AAF’s Optimize will

deliver true and optimal Total Cost of

assist you to find solutions that will

Ownership (TCO) based optimization.

lower your emissions and your carbon

We pride ourselves on credibility so if

footprint. This is not only good for the

the highest spec filter is not going to

planet but will also help to lower your

give you the necessary added value,

operating expenditure as carbon taxes

we will not recommend it.

become more widespread and continue

recommendations, specific to your
individual site with no generalizing.
More simplistic tools often oversell
benefits by not factoring specific
operational expenditure. The proposal
is very transparent, credible and clearly
presents the various performance
benefits for your plant.

to increase.

Want to learn more?
Contact your usual sales representation for further details or
email optimize@aafgb.com to arrange an initial presentation
and discuss the process.

Prefer to get started
Head to aafoptimize.com watch the video and
then simply click get started

The Outcome

www.aafoptimize.com

Optimize will review all the data to determine the products that will deliver your optimum solution, this is
an individual proposal for you where we can highlight and discuss your potential savings. The service is
very transparent and allows you to evaluate not only the financial impact, but also your power output,
fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions. Furthermore, you are under no obligation, so it makes perfect
sense to experience the Optimize approach with AAF!
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American Air Filter Company, Inc. has a policy of continuous product research. This document is provided for informal review and establishes no commitment or contract.
We reserve the right to change any designs, specifications and products without notice, and we make no warranties regarding the subject matter of this document.
Any use, copying or distribution of this document or any part of this document without our permission is prohibited.
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